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Introduction 

The Facility Protection System is a collection of software packages that work together to protect the 

telescope and facility when the observatory is being operated from the base facility and 

communications with the base has been lost. 

 

This document describes the requirements and required functionality of this system and presents three 

possible software architectures to satisfy these requirements. 

 

It is assumed for the purposes of this study that the Plan Room and Enclosure Control systems have 

already been separated. 

Top Level Requirements 

The top-level requirements for this system are summarized in Table 1 below: 

 

Requirement ID Requirement 

REQ-FPS-0001 Except while the Observatory is in Summit Mode, the FPS shall take action to 

prevent damage to the telescope, instruments and facility in the event that the 

remote operator is unable to do so. 

REQ-FPS-0002 FPS actions shall not damage the telescope, facility, or instruments. 

REQ-FPS-0003 Except after an earthquake, the FPS actions shall leave the facility, telescope 

and instruments in a remotely recoverable state. 

REQ-FPS-0004 The FPS shall provide notification to personnel when the FPS has taken action 

to prevent damage to the telescope, instruments and facility. 

REQ-FPS-0005 The FPS shall not prevent daytime and nighttime operations under normal 

conditions from the base or summit. 

REQ-FPS-0006 Observing time loss due to FPS specific faults shall not exceed TBD% of the 

total allocated fault budget for BFO: 

TBD hours / year at GN; 

TBD hours / year at GS; 

REQ-FPS-0007 All FPS development and testing shall be accommodated during daytime. 

Table 1 - Top Level Requirements 



FPS Functional Decomposition 

The top level requirements can be functionally decomposed as shown in Figure 1 below.   Each of the 

functions identified must be provided by one or more components of the physical solution chosen. 

The functions are color coded to indicate which are absolutely critical for protection of the telescope, 

which provide additional protection for the telescope and facility under more extreme conditions, and 

those that are nice to have and can be added it time and resources permit. The critical functions need to 

be performed with very high reliability, failure in performing the other functions would not increase the 

risk of damage to the telescope or facility. 

The three options presented provide all of the critical and most of the desirable functionality with 

varying degrees of robustness.  None of the nice to have functionality is included in this study, however 

nothing in the options presented would prevent this functionality from being added in the future. 

 

Figure 1 - FPS Functional Decomposition 

 



Measures of Effectiveness 

The measures of effectiveness listed in table 2 below will be applied to select the most appropriate 

solution to the requirements.   

Measure Weight Comment 

Robustness Very High Confidence that the system will work when needed 

Summit Network Sensitivity Very High Impact of summit network failure 

Delivery Time High From start of design to completion of on-site testing 

PLC Programming Effort High Includes cross-training time 

EPICS Programming Effort Medium Includes EPICS and SNL programming effort 

Complexity Medium Amount of code, complexity of algorithms, etc 

Operational Impact Medium Operational changes, ongoing checkout, testing 

Maintainability Low Ease of modification and future expansion 

Table 2 - FPS Measures of Effectiveness 

FPS Software Architecture Options 

This section describes the current control software architecture and presents three options for 

integrating a Facility Protection System into this architecture. 

All of the options presented have the following two operational modes in common: 

• When the Operator is located at the summit there is no change to the current operating model 

and the FPS is disabled. The Operator will monitor the environment and control the telescope 

via the user interfaces if the summit network is active, regardless of the state of the summit to 

base network link, and close the enclosure via the Enclosure Hand Paddle if the summit 

network fails.  

• When the Operator is located at the base facility there is no one physically present at the 

summit. The Operator monitors the environment and controls the telescope using the same 

interfaces, only from a different location. The functions that are controlled manually at the 

summit are controlled remotely from the base. This mode of operation relies on both the summit 

to base network link and the summit network.  



Current Control Software Architecture 

The current Gemini control architecture is shown in Figure 2 below.  It is based on a standard VME-

based Input Output Controller (IOC) and the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System 

(EPICS) control software framework.  Each of the telescope sub-systems is controlled by a dedicated 

IOC, some of these IOCs control hardware locally via VME based interfaces, others rely on an external 

dedicated Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) to perform this function. Interactions among these 

subsystems are coordinated by the Telescope Control System.  

In the current operating model the Operator is located at the summit and is solely responsible for the 

safety and security of the telescope and facility. 

The Operator monitors the environment through a combination of the Gemini Weather Server user 

interfaces and direct observation. The Operator controls the telescope and facility through the TCS 

using the Telescope Control Console (TCC) user interface. Some functions can only be controlled 

manually, these require direct Operator intervention. 

If there is a problem or known operational issue with one or more of the telescope subsystems the 

Operator performs troubleshooting or applies workarounds by accessing the subsystems involved 

directly through their engineering user interfaces. 

In the case of a network failure between the summit and base the Operator is still able to control the 

telescope locally in the normal manner.  In the case of a summit network failure the Operator can not 

operate in the normal manner. The Operator can still close the telescope enclosure by means of the 

PCU2 hand paddle that connects directly to the Enclosure Control PLC, and prevent telescope motion 

by manually turning off the Hydrostatic Bearing System (HBS). 

 



Figure 2 – Current Control Software Architecture for functions relating to FPS 

Option 1 – Independent Supervisory System 

This concept follows the model established by the Gemini South Laser System Monitor (GSLSM) used 

to protect the GeMS laser system and the Gemini South Telescope Enclosure Monitor (GSTEM) used 

for remote enclosure control. In this option no changes are made to the underlying sub-systems, the 

FPS is simply acts as high-level monitoring and control system. 

In this model an additional system is added to the current architecture: the Telescope Remote Systems 

Switch (TSRS) as shown in Figure 3 below. The TSRS and RSPLC is shown as a separate system for 

emphases, in practice it may be incorporated into the GIS. In the context of FPS, the TSRS is an IOC 

that simply tells the FPS if there is anyone physically present at the summit or not. The FPS sub-system 

is a stand-alone EPICS IOC which replaces the Operator when the observatory is being controlled from 

a remote location and the Operator is not able to control the telescope. 

 



Figure 3 - Control Software Architecture Option 1 

 

If the summit to base network fails the Operator is no longer able to monitor the environment or control 

the telescope.   Since there is no one at the summit the telescope and facility are now at risk from 

changing environmental conditions.   When the FPS detects that the summit to base network has failed 

it assumes responsibility for telescope safety by monitoring the same environmental conditions that the 

Operator monitors and reacting in the same manner as the Operator if any of these pose a risk to the 

telescope or facility.   If there is an extended summit to base network failure the FPS will automatically 

seal the enclosure to protect the telescope. 

 

As shown in Figure 4 below all of the functionality is contained in the FPS supervisory system.  Since 

the FPS supervisory system is simply replacing the operator, and there are no changes to the underlying 

subsystems, the FPS must replicate of all the actions the operator would take to protect the facility, 

including the workarounds for known failure modes and operational issues. 

 



Figure 4 - Option 1 Functional Implementation 

 

This solution is highly dependent on the summit network and the EPICS subsystem controllers.  If 

either the summit network or one of the EPICS sub-systems fails the FPS is not able to act in place of 

the Operator and the facility remains at risk.  It would be possible to add extra protection at the PLC 

level in the future, but of the required functionality would still have to be implemented in the FPS 

system to provide protection until this is done. 

The FPS will generate notifications if threats are detected or actions taken. 



Option 2 – Distributed Device Control at EPICS System Level 

This concept tries to reduce the risk due to subsystem or summit network failure by distributing some 

of the critical functionality required for facility protection among the principle EPICS sub-systems. 

Since there is no supervisory system to replace the operator in this model the overall complexity and 

risk of system failure can be reduced by combining the functionality of the TSRS and FPS  as shown in 

Figure 5 below. 

 

Figure 5 - Control Software Architecture Option 2 

 

If the summit to base network fails the Operator is no longer able to monitor the environment or control 

the telescope.   Since there is no one at the summit the telescope and facility are now at risk from 

changing environmental conditions.   When the FPS detects that the summit to base network has failed 

it enables the FPS related functionality in the various subsystems so they can react to threats by 

protecting the telescope and facility. If there is an extended summit to base network failure the FPS 

triggers the subsystem functions necessary to seal the enclosure to protect the telescope. 

One side benefit of this option is that a number of long-standing operational issues with the current 

telescope subsystems , especially a functional PARK function for each system, as well as divergence 

between the north and south systems will have to be addressed for them to be consistent and reliable 

enough for this model to work. 

The FPS will generate notifications if threats are detected or actions taken. 



As shown in Figure 6 below, this solution is not reliant on a single supervisory system to replace the 

operator.   This model relies on the fact that each EPICS sub-system is required to have a functional 

“PARK” command that puts the subsystem in a state where the facility is protected and it can be left 

unattended for an extended period of time. 

 

Figure 6 - Option 2 Functional Implementation  

 

Since each subsystem is responsible for ensuring that its actions are completed successfully the FPS no 

longer has to have detailed information about the devices it is controlling, and does not have to execute 

complex error recovery modes based on this information.  This significantly reduces the complexity of 

the code required. 

Implementing a robust PARK and network failure auto-detect will involve modifications to the EPICS 

code for each system and, where there is an associated PLC, modifications to the PLC code as well to 

ensure robust operation.  

When the summit to base network is down the FPS monitors the environmental conditions and, if a 

threat is detected or the network failure is extended, it closes the laser shutter and sends the PARK 

command to the TCS, MCS, CRCS and ECS.  This will open the tracking loops, park the Telescope, 

park the Cass Rotator and seal the Enclosure.  

When these actions have been completed the FPS will send the PARK command to the PRCS and GIS 

which will shut down the HBS and remove power from the drives.   Since the summit network is still 



operational in this case the FPS will be able to power cycle/re-initialize the subsystems if there is a 

failure.  

This model is still dependent on the integrity of the summit network and the EPICS IOCs since all 

inter-system communication is by Channel Access over the network.  The dependency on the summit 

network is reduced by having a fully implemented ECS PARK command to provide basic telescope and 

facility protection.   

In the case of summit network failure the ECS can detect the loss of communication with the FPS and 

seal the enclosure without needing network access.  There is no possibility of and automatic recovery if 

there is a failure during the PARK sequence.  The ECS EPICS IOC still has to be running since it is 

performing the close sequence, if this EPICS system fails (most likely due to a Channel Access Server 

crash due to the network failure) there will be no protection.  



Option 3 – Distributed Device Control at PLC Level 

This concept minimizes the risk due to summit network or EPICS IOC failure by implementing the 

critical protection functionality directly at the PLC level. PLCs are used for critical systems such as the 

GIS, LIS and ECS because of their reliability and ability to act independently of any higher level 

system. This model takes full advantage of the fact that all of the critical hardware is already (or can 

easily be) interfaced directly to PLCs and there is a robust and reliable network-independent 

communication path between them.   Figure 7 below shows the Allen Bradley DH+ architecture at CP, 

there is an equivalent control scheme in place at MK. 

  Figure 7 - Allen Bradley DH+ Control Architecture 

In the current operating model and the other two FPS options presented above information is read or 

generated by PLCs and then transferred by serial link to a supervisory IOC, the main function of which 

is to make this information available via EPICS Channel Access for other systems to access.  Most of 

the critical sequencing and error detection/recovery is done at the PLC level.   A higher level system 

reads PLC based information over the network and then requests a PLC action by the reverse process: 

writing back to the supervisory IOC over the network so it can be written to the PLC via a serial link. 

The only safety critical information that is not currently in the PLC domain directly is the GWS.   Since 

there is a work package to upgrade the weather systems it is feasible to propose that this upgrade 

involve the use of a PLC to read the weather sensors and an EPICS IOC to publish the weather data in 

a similar manner to the current GWS.   This architecture is shown in Figure 8 below. 



Figure 8  - Control Software Architecture Option 3 

 

If the summit to base network fails the Operator is no longer able to monitor the environment or control 

the telescope.  The FPS IOC detects that the network has failed and enables the facility protection 

functions in the FPPLC.  Although the FPS/TSRS and FPPLC are shown as separate subsystems for 

clarity this functionality may simply be incorporated into the GIS. 

 

The FPS will generate notifications if threats are detected or actions taken. 

As shown in Figure 9 below all of the critical facility protection functions are handled directly by the 

PLCs.  All of the information needed to identify threats and the capabilities required to respond to them 

are in the PLC domain and shared via the DH+ connection.  There is no need to pass information 

between IOCs or via the summit network, this makes the core protection functions insensitive to EPICS 

IOC or summit network failures. 

 



Figure 9 - Option 3 Functional Implementation 

The software architecture and algorithms developed for Remote Enclosure Operation at Gemini South 

are directly transferable to PLC/Ladder Logic code. The core BFO FPS algorithms are, in fact, simpler 

than those used for REO.  This makes the implementation of a FPS in PLC code a viable and attractive 

alternative. 

This model relies on the individual subsystem PLCs to provide the core facility protection.   The basic 

functionality triggered by an EPICS IOC receiving the PARK command would have to be implemented 

at the PLC level.   The code to do this for the ECS has already been developed, but not tested or 

commissioned.    

Some effort would be required at the subsystem IOC level to ensure that they react cleanly to 

autonomous action by the underlying PLCs.   In most cases this capability already exists. 

 



Analysis 

 

Option 1 – Independent Supervisory System 

Robustness: 

Robustness is a measure of the failure rate of the system from all causes, especially those related to the 

summit-to-base network failure and the stability of all subsystems under these circumstances.   

Robustness can be expressed as the confidence that this system will protect the telescope and facility 

when required under all conditions. 

This solution is not robust for the following reasons: 

• There are a number of intermediate and potentially unstable systems involved in this solution. 

Information of the shutter, for example, is generated by the ECS PLC, passed to the ECS EPICS 

system over a serial link, read by the FPS over a channel access link, processed by the FPS, 

passed back to the ECS over a channel access link, then passed back to the ECS PLC over a 

serial link. 

• All user interfaces make channel access connections over the summit link.   Since all of the user 

interfaces are now being displayed at the base facility all connections will be lost when the 

network goes down.  If there are a number of brief interruptions before a major failure channel 

access storms will be generated which the low level systems can not handle.  If the link does not 

go down cleanly the Channel Access server on systems such as the ECS, GIS and CRCS could 

crash due to the large number of disconnected channels.   This will prevent the FPS from 

protecting the facility. 

• Since there are no changes to the lower level subsystems all of the workarounds (custom 

sequences for special conditions, retries, system re-initialization, power cycling, etc) currently 

done by the Operator will have to be replicated by the FPS.   It will be very difficult to do this 

in a robust way that will ensure that the telescope is protected under all circumstances that a 

remote operator could deal with given the current state of the subsystems involved.  There is a 

risk of untested execution paths or combintations causing system failure that will be difficult to 

diagnose. 

Network Sensitivity: 

This solution is totally dependent on the summit network.   Any disruption to the summit network will 

prevent the FPS from protecting the facility. 

Effort: 

The work needed to implement this option is broken down by subsystem as follows: 

Facility Protection System (FPS) - 

EPICS/VME:  

This system will have to be created.   It is envisioned that this will be a Linux based soft IOC, possibly 

running as a virtual machine.  Preliminary analysis of the functionality required indicates that the FPS 



could be implemented as a state machine, in which case EPICS State Notation Language could be used 

as the basis for this system. 

The sequence of actions needed for every potential failure mode will have to be coded and tested on the 

real systems at the summit. 

Effort Estimate: System and state machine design: 1 senior SWE for 3 Months; Implementation 2 SWE 

(one EPICS, one SNL) for 6 Months each; testing 2 SWE (combined EPICS and SNL) for 3 Months 

each (one at each site). 

 

Gemini Weather System (GWS) - 

EPICS/VME:  No specific work required for the FPS work package.  

It is assumed that any modifications needed to remotely reset this system and add or upgrade weather 

sensors will be handled by other work packages. 

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 

 

Plant Room Control System (PRCS) -  

EPICS/VME:  No specific work required for the FPS work package.  

It is assumed that the PRCS and ECS will be separated before this work starts as a normal operational 

improvement. Any modifications needed to remotely reset this system, add HBS control, additional 

system monitors, and provide Slip Ring Power transfer control for Gemini North will be handled by 

other work packages. 

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 

PLC:  No specific work required for the FPS work package. Any modifications needed to add HBS 

control and Slip Ring Power control for Gemini North will be handled by other work packages. 

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 

 

Enclosure Control System (ECS)-  

EPICS/VME: No specific work required for the FPS work package.  

It is assumed that the PRCS and ECS will be separated before this work starts as a normal operational 

improvement.  Any modifications needed for remote reset of this system will be handled by other work 

packages. 

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 

PLC: No specific work required for the FPS work package.  

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 

 

Gemini Interlock System (GIS/LIS) - 

EPICS/VME: No specific work required for the FPS work package. 

It is assumed that any modifications needed for remote reset of this system will be handled by other 

work packages. 



Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 

PLC: No specific work required for the FPS work package.  

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 

  

Telescope Systems Remote Switch (TSRS) -  

EPICS/VME: No specific work required for the FPS work package. 

It is assumed that any modifications needed for remote reset of this system will be handled by other 

work packages. 

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 

PLC: No specific work required for the FPS work package.  

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 

 

Mount Control System (MCS) -  

EPICS/VME: No specific work required for the FPS work package. 

It is assumed that any modifications needed for remote reset of this system will be handled by other 

work packages. 

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 

 

Cassegrain Rotator Control System (CRCS) -  

EPICS/VME: No specific work required for the FPS work package. 

It is assumed that any modifications needed for remote reset of this system will be handled by other 

work packages. 

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 

 

Total Effort: 

Assuming that there are no FPS related changes required to the subsystems the effort to design, code 

and test a supervisory system is shown in Table 3 below.  Testing time will be divided between the two 

sites and assumes that different people will do the work at each site. 

Resource Design Implement Install and Test 

Senior S/W Eng  3 Months  0 Months  0 Months 

S/W Eng (EPICS+SNL)  0 Months  6 Months  6 Months  

S/W Eng (SNL)  0 Months  6 Months  0 Months 

PLC Programmer  0 Months  0 Months  0 Months 

Table 3 - Option 1 Resource Estimate 



Delivery Time 

The actual elapsed time required depends on telescope access for testing.   With the assumptions of 

50% time loss due to telescope access during testing the elapsed time would be Design: 3 Months, 

Implementation: 6 Months, On site testing: 6 Months, or 15 months from start of work. 

Complexity 

The software needed to replace the Operator, given the current state of the observatory, will be highly 

complex given the number of workarounds and failure modes to be handled. 

Operational Impact 

The primary operational impact of this option is the time required to test the supervisory system and all 

of the possible special condition, failure and recovery modes. 

There is an increased risk of down time from failures due to untested failure paths in the SNL code.  

Experience with REO shows that unless the sequences to be executed are well thought out in advance 

there will be a prolonged commissioning period as the unanticipated modes and unexpected side effects 

of the sequences chosen are resolved. 

Once commissioned, any changes to the underlying systems or operating sequences in the FPS itself 

will require that the whole system be re-qualified, and this will be a telescope system intensive process.   

This model does not require changes to the underlying systems so there is no impact on the current 

operating model. 

Maintainability 

Given that this is a complex system with many interacting state sets this system will be difficult to 

maintain, especially by someone not intimately familiar with the code.    

Although this model is the most flexible in term of future expansion there are many dependencies that 

need to be considered.  Changing the underlying systems, adding new features, or modifying existing 

sequences will introduce the possibility of unexpected side effects and will require extensive re-testing 

after each change. 

Good documentation will be essential, and this documentation will have to be maintained, especially 

during the commissioning phase when many changes will be made under pressure. 



Option 2 – Distributed Device Control at EPICS System Level 

Robustness: 

This solution is more robust than option 1 but, since there are failure modes that can not be handled, it 

can not guarantee the safety of the telescope and facility under all conditions.  The following 

improvements have been made over option 1: 

• The impact of network and EPICS IOC failure has been mitigated by implementing a robust 

enclosure sealing algorithm in the ECS itself.   As long as the ECS Epics IOC is functioning the 

telescope at least will be protected from the environment.    If the ECS IOC has failed, recovery 

attempts by the FPS can only be made if the summit network is functional. 

• Ensuring that each subsystem has a fully functional PARK command increases the robustness of 

the FPS code since it no longer has to handle every device independently. 

Network Sensitivity: 

This solution is still dependent on the summit network for full functionality.  Basic protection can be 

provided if the network has failed,  but only if the ECS is functioning and does not encounter any 

problems while sealing the enclosure. 

Effort: 

The work needed to implement this option is broken down by subsystem as follows: 

Facility Protection System (FPS) - 

EPICS/VME:  

This system will have to be created.   It is envisioned that this will be a VME based IOC running either 

vxWorks or RTEMS.  Preliminary analysis of the functionality required indicates that the FPS could be 

implemented as a state machine, in which case EPICS State Notation Language could be used as the 

basis for this system. 

Since the individual subsystems now can look after themselves the FPS is only responsible for 

detecting network failure, sending notifications, and triggering the individual subsytems to park 

themselves. 

The only error recovery mode to be implemented is to reboot/reinitialize/repark any subsystem that has 

failed for any reason.  

The estimate for this system would also cover most of the work needed to implement the EPICS layer 

for the TSRS, this should be taken into account when planning this work package. 

Effort Estimate: System and state machine design: 1 senior SWE for 1 Months; Implementation 2 SWE 

(one EPICS, one SNL) for 3 Months total; testing 2 SWE (combined EPICS and SNL) for 1 Months 

(one at each site).  This estimate includes the work at both sites. 

PLC:  No specific work required for the FPS work package. Providing the PLC and TSRS code is 

covered under the TSRS work package. 

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 

 



Gemini Weather System (GWS) - 

EPICS/VME:  No specific work required for the FPS work package.  

It is assumed that any modifications needed to remotely reset this system and add or upgrade weather 

sensors will be handled by other work packages. 

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 

 

Plant Room Control System (PRCS) -  

EPICS/VME:  A PARK command will have to be added to put all plant room equipment (especially 

HBS) in a safe state. 

It is assumed that the PRCS and ECS will be separated before this work starts as a normal operational 

improvement. It is further assumed that any modifications needed to remotely reset this system, add 

HBS control, additional system monitors, and provide Slip Ring Power transfer control for Gemini 

North will be handled by other work packages. 

Effort Estimate: System design: 1 SWE (EPICS) 1 Week; Implementation: 1 SWE (EPICS) 2 Weeks; 

Testing:  1 SWE (per site) 1 Week each 

PLC:  No specific work required for the FPS work package. Any modifications needed to add HBS 

control and Slip Ring Power control for Gemini North will be handled by other work packages. 

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 

 

Enclosure Control System (ECS)-  

EPICS/VME: The existing PARK command will have to be enhanced to provide a robust automated 

closing sequence.  Most of this work has already been done by Angelic, it only has to be completed and 

tested.  

It is assumed that the PRCS and ECS will be separated before this work starts as a normal operational 

improvement and that any modifications needed for remote reset of this system will be handled by 

other work packages. 

Effort Estimate: Design: 1 SWE 1 Week; Implementation: 1 SWE 1 Month; Testing; 1 SWE (at each 

site) 1 Week each. 

PLC: It is assumed that some effort will be required to support the ECS changes.  

Effort Estimate: Design: 1 SWE 1 Week; Implementation: 1 SWE 2 Weeks; Testing; 1 SWE (at each 

site) 1 Week each. 

 

Gemini Interlock System (GIS/LIS) - 

EPICS/VME: A PARK command will have to be added to the GIS that opens all of the loops and turns 

off the power to all devices that it controls and puts the overall system in a safe state.   A PARK 

command will have to be added to the LIS to close the laser shutters and open all of the loops. 

It is assumed that any modifications needed for remote reset of this system will be handled by other 

work packages. 

Effort Estimate: Design: 1 SWE 1 Week; Implementation: 1 SWE 2 Weeks; Testing; 1 SWE (at each 



site) 1 Week each. 

PLC:  The PARK functionality will have to be implemented in the GIS/LIS PLCs.  

Effort Estimate: Design: 1 SWE 1 Week; Implementation: 1 SWE 1 Month; Testing; 1 SWE (at each 

site) 1 Week each. 

  

Telescope Systems Remote Switch (TSRS) -  

EPICS/VME: No specific work required for the FPS work package.  Any modifications needed for 

remote reset of this system will be handled by other work packages. 

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 

PLC: No specific work required for the FPS work package.  

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 

 

Mount Control System (MCS) -  

EPICS/VME: A PARK command already exists but is not used.   The work will be to ensure that it 

works and is reliable. 

It is assumed that any modifications needed for remote reset of this system will be handled by other 

work packages. 

Effort Estimate: Design: 1 SWE 1 Week; Implementation: 1 SWE 2 Weeks; Testing; 1 SWE (at each 

site) 1 Week each. 

 

Cassegrain Rotator Control System (CRCS) -  

EPICS/VME: No specific work required for the FPS work package.  Any modifications needed for 

remote reset of this system will be handled by other work packages. 

Effort Estimate: Design: 1 SWE 1 Week; Implementation: 1 SWE 2 Weeks; Testing; 1 SWE (at each 

site) 1 Week each. 

 

Total Effort: 

Assuming that there are no FPS related changes required to the subsystems the effort to design, code 

and test a supervisory system is shown in Table 4 below.   Testing time will be divided between the two 

sites and assumes that different people will do the work at each site. 

Resource Design Implement Install and Test 

Senior S/W Eng  1 Months  0 Months  0 Months 

S/W Eng (EPICS+SNL)  1 Months  5 Months  4 Months  

S/W Eng (SNL)  0.25 Months  1 Months  0.5 Months 

PLC Programmer  0.5 Months  1.5 Months  1 Month 

Table 4 - Option 1 Resource Estimate 

 



Delivery Time 

The actual elapsed time required depends on telescope access for testing.   Since much of the work is 

being done on the subsystems this could be done in parallel if more resources are used.  Testing time is 

reduced since the systems can be tested individually as soon as the work is done.  With the assumptions 

made the elapsed time would be Design: 2 Months, Implement: 6 Months, Install and Test: 2 Months, 

or 10 Months from start of work. 

Complexity 

This system is less complex than option 1 since the individual subsystems now control their associated 

devices directly.   The complexity related to detecting and working around network and EPICS IOC 

system failures still exists so this solution can be considered of medium complexity. 

Operational Impact 

There is no ongoing operational impact since none of the changes to the subsystems alter the way they 

are being used now.   Operational model changes may be made to take advantage of the new 

capabilities provided, i.e. implementing “open” and “close” buttons on the operator interface for use at 

the beginning and end of the night. 

Changes to the system in the future can be made on a system-by-system basis which reduces the 

operational impact.  Only the system that has been modified needs to be re-qualified when changes are 

made. 

There is less impact for testing since most of the testing is on individual subsystems and this can be 

done whenever the subsystem modifications are complete rather than in a big block at the end.  Testing 

time is also reduced by eliminating all of the complex error recovery modes that would have to be 

simulated in situ. 

Maintainability 

Since most of the functionality is spread over the major telescope subsystems and there are no inter-

system dependencies this system can be maintained or adapted on a system-by-system basis.   

There are few dependencies in the FPS system itself so as long as the model of keeping the sub-systems 

self-contained is followed this system will support future expansion. Changes will require a minimum 

of re-testing. 

As long as the documentation for each system is complete and up to date this system will maintainable 

by any software engineer. 

 

 



Option 3 – Distributed Device Control at PLC Level 

Robustness: 

This solution is the most robust for the following reasons: 

• All critical telescope and facility protection functions are handled by the same PLCs that control 

the critical devices and handle the current safety aspects of the observatory.   These PLC 

systems have proven to be robust and reliable. 

• All of the information and control paths needed for protection is contained in the PLC domain. 

• All critical communication between PLCs takes place on a dedicated serial communications 

path.   There is no reliance on EPICS IOCs or any external processes to provide protection. 

Network Sensitivity: 

This solution is insensitive to summit network or failure.   The critical safety systems can operate and 

coordinate their activities without the summit network so long as the hard-wired Allen-Bradley local 

control network is functioning.   

Effort: 

The work needed to implement this option is broken down by subsystem as follows: 

Facility Protection System (FPS) - 

EPICS/VME:  This system will have to be created.   It is envisioned that this will be a Linux based soft 

IOC, possibly running as a virtual machine.  Preliminary analysis of the functionality required indicates 

that the FPS could be implemented as a state machine, in which case EPICS State Notation Language 

could be used as the basis for this system. 

The functions of this system are now restricted to detecting network failure, resetting/re-initializing the 

MCS and CRCS, and sending notifications for threats detected and actions taken. 

Effort Estimate: System and state machine design: 1 SWE 2 Weeks; Implementation 1 SWE for 4 

Weeks (for both sites); testing 1 SWE for 2 Months (for both sites). 

PLC:  This system will have to be created in close collaboration with the TSRS work package.  The 

bulk of the work will involve defining the data structures, translating the REO model into ladder logic 

and then modifying as necessary to fulfill the FPS requirements.   Testing of this system can not take 

place until the changes to the other systems are in place. 

Effort Estimate: System design: 1 Senior PLC SWE 2 Weeks; Implementation 1 PLC SWE for 8 Weeks 

(for both sites); testing 1 PLC SWE for 2 Weeks (for both sites).   Since this is a stand-alone system it 

is feasible to contract out some of the design and most of the implementation. 

Gemini Weather System (GWS) - 

EPICS/VME:  No specific work required for the FPS work package.  

It is assumed that any modifications needed to remotely reset this system and add or upgrade weather 

sensors will be handled by other work packages. 

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 



PLC:  No specific work required for the FPS work package.   Development of the weather system PLC 

will be done by other work packages 

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks. 

Plant Room Control System (PRCS) -  

EPICS/VME:  Since this is primarily a monitoring system the only work will be to add the additional 

information generated by the shutdown ladder in the PLC.  

It is assumed that the PRCS and ECS will be separated before this work starts as a normal operational 

improvement. Any modifications needed to remotely reset this system, add HBS control, additional 

system monitors, and provide Slip Ring Power transfer control for Gemini North will be handled by 

other work packages. 

Effort Estimate: System design: 1 SWE 1 Week; Implementation 1 SWE for 1 Weeks (for both sites); 

testing 1 SWE for 1 Weeks (for both sites). 

PLC:  Some effort will be required to implement a safety ladder to turn off the HBS and drive power 

when required. Any modifications needed to add HBS control and Slip Ring Power control for Gemini 

North will be handled by other work packages. 

Effort Estimate: System design: 1 Senior PLC SWE 1 Weeks; Implementation 1 PLC SWE for 4 Weeks 

(for both sites); testing 1 PLC SWE for 1 Weeks (for both sites). 

 

Enclosure Control System (ECS)-  

EPICS/VME: Some work will be required to make sure that the autonomous actions by the PLC are 

cleanly handled by the EPICS code.  In this model there are no automatic sequences required at the 

EPICS level.  

It is assumed that the PRCS and ECS will be separated before this work starts as a normal operational 

improvement.  Any modifications needed for remote reset of this system will be handled by other work 

packages. 

Effort Estimate: System design: 1 SWE 1 Week; Implementation 1 SWE for 1 Weeks (for both sites); 

testing 1 SWE for 1 Weeks (for both sites). 

PLC: An automatic closing sequence will have to be added, much of this has apparently already been 

done.  The ability to update target positions while the devices are in motion will have to be 

implemented at the PLC level as well.  The amount of work required depends on how much has already 

been done for the automatic closing sequence.   Assumption is that the design and implementation work 

is half complete.  

Effort Estimate: System design: 1 Senior PLC SWE 2 Weeks; Implementation 1 PLC SWE for 8 Weeks 

(for both sites); testing 1 PLC SWE for 2 Weeks (for both sites). 

 

Gemini Interlock System (GIS) - 

EPICS/VME: Some work will be required to make sure that the autonomous actions by the PLC are 

cleanly handled by the EPICS code.  In this model there are no automatic sequences required at the 

EPICS level. 

It is assumed that any modifications needed for remote reset of this system will be handled by other 

work packages. 



Effort Estimate: System design: 1 SWE 1 Week; Implementation 1 SWE for 1 Weeks (for both sites); 

testing 1 SWE for 1 Weeks (for both sites). 

PLC: Additional code will have to be added to trigger the existing sequences that close the laser 

shutter, open the various loops, and turn off power to the telescope/cass rotator drives. 

The effort here includes work on both the GIS and LIS systems. 

It is assumed that any modifications needed to handle the TSRS will be done by other work packages. 

Effort Estimate: System design: 1 Senior PLC SWE 1 Weeks; Implementation 1 PLC SWE for 4 Weeks 

(for both sites); testing 1 PLC SWE for 1 Week (for both sites). 

  

Telescope Systems Remote Switch (TSRS) -  

EPICS/VME: No specific work required for the FPS work package.   

It is assumed that the TSRS work package will provide all of the functionality required. 

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 

PLC: No specific work required for the FPS work package.  

It is assumed that the TSRS work package will provide all of the functionality required. 

Effort Estimate: 0 Weeks 

 

Mount Control System (MCS) -  

EPICS/VME: A PARK command already exists but is not used.   The work will be to ensure that it 

works and is reliable. 

It is assumed that any modifications needed for remote reset of this system will be handled by other 

work packages. 

Effort Estimate: Design: 1 SWE for 1 Week; Implementation: 1 SWE for 2 Weeks; Testing; 1 SWE for 

1 Week (for both sites) 

 

Cassegrain Rotator Control System (CRCS) -  

EPICS/VME: A PARK command already exists but is not used.   The work will be to ensure that it 

works and is reliable. 

It is assumed that any modifications needed for remote reset of this system will be handled by other 

work packages. 

Effort Estimate: Design: 1 SWE for 1 Week; Implementation: 1 SWE for 2 Weeks; Testing; 1 SWE for 

1 Week (for both sites). 

 

Total Effort: 

Assuming that there are no FPS related changes required to the subsystems the effort to design, code 

and test a supervisory system is shown in Table 5 below.   Testing time will be divided between the two 

sites and assumes that different people will do the work at each site. 



Resource Design Implement Install and Test 

Senior S/W Eng  0 Months  0 Months  0 Months 

S/W Eng (EPICS+SNL)  1.5 Months  2.0 Months  2.25 Months 

S/W Eng (SNL)  0.25 Months  0.75 Months  0 Months 

PLC Programmer  1.5 Months  6 Months  1.5 Months 

Table 5 - Option 1 Resource Estimate 

 

Delivery Time 

The actual elapsed time required depends on telescope access for testing.   With the assumptions made 

the elapsed time would be Design: 2 Months, Implement: 6 Months, Install and Test: 2 Months 

Complexity 

This is the simplest solution.  There are no high-level sequences or network/IOC failure recovery 

modes to implement, all of the core protection  functions are simply implemented at the lowest control 

level of the associated subsystem.   Only minor changes are needed to the EPICS IOCs to publish and 

react to autonomous actions by their associated PLCs. 

Operational Impact 

The primary operational impact of this option is the time required by PLC programmers for the design 

and implementation and testing of the system.   Experience has shown that PLC controllers require 

little ongoing maintenance once they have been successfully commissioned.   Since each system is 

modified and tested individually the operational impact of testing is reduced and can be more easily 

scheduled to fit with normal daytime work. 

Maintainability 

Since most of the functionality is spread over the major telescope subsystems and there are no inter-

system dependencies this system can be maintained or adapted on a system-by-system basis.   

There are few dependencies in the FPS system itself so as long as the model of keeping the sub-systems 

self-contained is followed this system will support future expansion. Changes will require a minimum 

of re-testing. 

The biggest maintenance impact of this option is the fact that PLCs require specialized software 

engineers to write and modify code.   As long as the PLC code for each sub-system is well documented 

and overall documentation for each system is complete and up-to-date it should be possible for any 

PLC programmer to make any changes required for future expansion or modification. 



Results and Recommendation 

Table 6 below summarizes the measures of effectiveness for the three options presented above, Table 7 

assigns weights to each measure to compute an overall score for each option. 

 

Measure of Effectiveness Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Comment 

Robustness LOW MEDIUM HIGH Confidence that the system will protect 

the observatory when needed 

Summit Network Sensitivity HIGH MEDIUM LOW Ability of the system to cope with 

summit network failures. 

Delivery Time 15 Months 

(LOW) 

10 Months 

(MEDIUM) 

10 Months 

(MEDIUM) 

Assuming optimal resources and 

telescope access are available as needed 

PLC Programming Effort 0 FTE 

(HIGH) 

0.25 FTE 

(LOW) 

0.75 FTE 

(MEDIUM) 

Can be divided among multiple 

developers.   Good opportunity to cross-

train and introduce new programmers to 

all telescope PLC systems. 

EPICS Programming Effort 1.75 FTE 

(LOW) 

1.0 FTE 

(MEDIUM) 

0.50 FTE 

(HIGH) 

Can be divided among multiple 

developers, SNL programming does not 

require in-depth EPICS development 

skills. 

Complexity HIGH MEDIUM LOW For development, training and 

maintenance. 

Operational Impact MEDIUM LOW LOW Testing and ongoing maintenance time.   

None of the options impact the current 

observatory operating model. 

Maintainability LOW HIGH MEDUIM Ease of maintenance and future 

expansion 

Table 6 - Effectiveness of Options Presented  

 

Measure of 

Effectiveness 

Relative 

Weight 

Ranking Score 

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 

Robustness 4 1 2 3 4 8 12 

Network 4 1 2 3 4 8 12 

Delivery 3 1 2 2 3 6 6 

PLC Effort 3 3 2 1 9 6 3 

EPICS Effort 2 1 2 3 2 4 6 

Complexity 2 1 2 3 2 4 6 

Operations 2 1 2 3 2 4 6 

Maintenance 1 1 3 2 1 3 2 

Total 27 43 53 

Table 7 - Measures of Effective Weight Based Ranking 

 

Based on the information presented in Table 6 and 7 the recommendation is to pursue Option 3.   

Option 1 is not recommended for a robust protection system, Option 3 is preferred over Option 2 for its 

robustness, lack of dependence on the summit network, and low operational impact. 


